
SPA STRUMMER RROLL    Arr 4 Strummers TC, Lyrics by Mitch   V.3  23/05/16 

 

INTRO  INST    D///|//G/|D///|A7///|  D///|//G/|D///|A7/D/| 
 

D           A7                D 

Up in a club house near the town ,  it's Thursday night and we're getting' down 

D                      A7            D 

Drink a little orange do a little coke,  wet your gizzard so the words don't choke 

 

INST   D///|//G/|D///|A7///|  D///|//G/|D///|A7/D/| 
 

D                     A7            D 

Howdy-yall  says  Dave and Pam , it’s time for a song,  from uncle Sam  

 D                (Kelvin LOUD)                  A7          D 

Kelvin'   calls out    'GOO CAT GOO ',    strum that banjo tap that shoe 

 

  

 D                          G      D                A7                            

Spa strummer rock,   Spa strummer roll,  up on your feet and away we go 

D               G       D                A7          D 

playing  ukelele’s for all our soul,  gotta do the spa strummer rock and  roll  

 

INST   D///|//G/|D///|A7///|  D///|//G/|D///|A7/D/| 
 

D                 A7           D 

Dave's the leader stands at the front, so when it goes wrong , he takes the brunt  

D                  A7     D 

grabs a  banjolele’  ,   plays  a little tune,   and we all join in very, very  soon  

 

  

D                          G      D                A7                            

Spa strummer rock,   Spa strummer roll,  up on your feet and away we go 

D               G       D                A7          D 

playing  ukelele’s for all our soul,  gotta do the spa strummer rock and  roll  

 

 

INST D///|//G/|D///|A7///|  D///|//G/|D///|A7/D/| 
 

D               A7         D 

Well everybody's singing , everybody plays,  we all bash ukes in different ways  

D                  A7          D 

some with a finger , some with a thumb, but it all comes down to a ukelele strum 

  

  

D                          G      D                A7                            

Spa strummer rock,   Spa strummer roll,  up on your feet and away we go 

D               G       D                A7          D 

playing  ukelele’s for all our soul,  gotta do the spa strummer rock and  roll  



 

 ACAPELLA  & PERCUSSION ONLY 

      

                            

Spa strummer rock,   Spa strummer roll,  up on your feet and away we go 

 

playing  ukelele’s for all our soul,  gotta do the spa strummer rock and  roll  

 

 

KEYCHANGE   INST   G///|//C/|G///|D7///|G///|//C/|G///|D7/G/| 
 

  

G                         C      G                D7                                

Spa strummer rock,  Spa strummer roll,  up on your feet and away we go       

G                         C      G                 D7       G 

Spa Strummer rock , Spa Strummer roll, playing Ukuleles with all our soul 

G                          C      G                D7                                

Spa strummer rock,   Spa strummer roll,  up on your feet and away we go       

G                         C      G                 D7      G 

Spa Strummer rock , Spa Strummer roll, playing  Ukuleles  with all our soul 

G              D7      G 

Playing,  ukulele  music  with all our soul 
G              D7      G  (STOP) 

Playing,  ukulele  music  with all our soul 
 

(LEADER)        (ALL SHOUT) 

WHO’S SOUL?                       OUR SOUL  

 

 
 


